This paper contains numerical analysis of brake system for heavy (mass m=6400 [kg]) transport car. Analysis was performed in order to correct existing non optimal brakes in mentioned car. Analysis was based on results of the brake system dynamic tests made in Landing Gear Laboratory Institute of Aviation in Warsaw, Poland. Authors describe analytical process which led to generate results for new parameters of more efficient braking system for heavy transport car.
INTRODUCTION
In 2009 Institute of Aviation Landing Gear Department was asked for redesigning brake system for heavy transport car. Car brake system was not efficient enough and too costly in maintenance because of extensive wear of braking shoes (rear brake) and braking pads (front brake). Analyzed car brake system used two types of brakes: rear drum brakes and front disc brakes. Such configuration of brakes is common but not very efficient due to lover efficiency of drum brakes in general. Another problem was that brakes weren't made especially for this car but were taken from another car which was similar in parameters but had much lower nominal mass. Landing Gear Department was supplied with some brake parameters (made by car testing facility) but full characteristics of brakes were unknown. Landing Gear Department has its own laboratory equipped with test stand capable to perform tests of brake systems. Based on results from car test facility new set of tests were made in Landing Gear Laboratory in order to achieve full characteristics of existing brakes. Obtained results were used in calculation for new brake system. Calculations assumption was made that disc brakes will be used on both axles. Below chapters shows analysis and calculations which led to generate parameters for improved brake system for heavy transport car. 
ANALYSIS AND CALCULATIONS

Preliminary Data
Brake Selection Analysis
Let's assume that brake is optimized for tyre-ground friction coefficient equal to μ=0,8 (see fig. 2 ) then: 
Braking Pressures Estimation
After front brake tests, it turned out, (despite first suggestions) that pressure in braking system can be around 3 [MPa] and pressure needed to achieve braking moment at level of 3000[Nm] is around 9 ÷10 [MPa] . According to results of the tests for front and rear brakes distribution of the rear and front braking moments can be checked in assumption that pressures in both front and rear brakes are equal. Initial parameters are taken from previous chapter Vehicle energy at the start of braking process:
All wheels braking force:
According to dynamic tests linear interpolation of front axle braking moment (disc brake) versus braking pressure was made: For rear axle drum brake, two braking moments versus braking pressure two interpolations were made. One is linear as in the case of front brake while the second is non linear. Such analysis was made because of non linear drum brake M h (p h ) relation caused by drum brake operating principle. Derives from approximations during analysis and calculations. Such a difference is fully acceptable from engineering point of view. Vertical loads on one axle for friction coefficient µ = 0,5 (chapter 2.1. Preliminary Data.) are equal to: F p05 =39295 N F t05 =23636 N For friction coefficient µ = 0,8 vertical axis loads will be equal to:
F p08 =46211 N F t08 =16720 N Braking forces and moments for one wheel µ = 0,8 are equal to:
=F htśr08 *R kt =2849 Nm In redesigned brakes pressure will be the same as in previous version, main change will be the area of the brake pistons. Pistons area coefficient will be:
Braking distances for tyre-ground friction coefficient µ = 0,8 
